Life lessons

Durga Dhakal (pic, above), 48, is the principal and an English teacher at the Janabal Secondary School in Marpha of Mustang district. Surrounded by the Annapurnas on one side and Dhaulagiri on the other, he often walks along the Kali Gandaki to avoid waiting for a bus that may never show up. He's been based in this region for years and lives in the school hostel along with his colleagues. Besides sharing a room to live in, a stove to cook on, and the same jobs, they share another commonality, their wives and children live away, far enough that visits are rather rare.
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The Nepali minister was puzzled, and asked: “How can you afford a mansion like this?” The Indian minister took the Indian minister to the window and said: “See that highway? Ten percent.”

“Five years later, the Nepali minister invited his Indian counterpart to an official visit to Nepal and took him to his villa in Pokhara. The Indian minister was impressed, and asked how he could afford such a huge palace. The Nepali minister took the Indian minister to the window and said see that airport? “No,” replied the Indian minister. “Exactly,” replied the Nepali minister, “100 per cent.”

All we can do, presumably, is laugh about the new Pokhara airport. In 1976, the government acquired 500 hectares of land to build a new airport to serve what was then a small town. The old airport was built for DC-3s, and was unsuitable for the big jets of the 70s and 80s. Thirty-six years later, Pokhara’s population has grown ten fold, tourist arrivals last year hit 200,000, there are 4 tourist buses running between Kathmandu and Pokhara. Now, the land for the airport is still there, but there is no airport. Finally, there is movement.

The Chinese Exim Bank has reportedly said it would provide a soft loan to support the entire $305 million project, but only Chinese firms are allowed to bid under the Engineering Procurement and Construction (EPC) formula. Now, the four nations affiliated with the four main political forces in the Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal (CAAN) say the project is too expensive. They seem determined to put a spanner in the works.

The Chinese bid is reportedly for a 3,000m runway with parallel taxiway, two terminals, a hangar, cargo terminal, radar and air traffic control equipment. If built, Pokhara airport with its air-bridges would be more modern than Kathmandu’s antiquated, corrupt and run-down airport. Which is why we also see nothing wrong with having over the management of Kathmandu airport to whichever international private company is foolish enough to take over it.

The party-affiliated unions opposing the new Pokhara airport suspect someone is lining big both out of this deal, and they want their share. This is the same reason why Nepal Airlines lost the offer of two heavily discounted Airbuses last year because members of a parliamentary committee weren’t in on the deal. So the reason why the Upper Trisuli project last week had its license revoked on the day that the agreement was supposed to be signed in Canada because someone high up didn’t get his (or her) kickback.

Pokhara Airport is an ideal second international airport because it can be finished in two-and-a-half-years from go-ahead, it can be the catalyst for growth for the whole central Nepal, overseas workers can fly off from Pokhara itself and take the pressure off the capital, and it can be the diversion airport for air-traffic which are losing millions to frequent closures at Kathmandu airport due to poor visibility. It can be the perfect stop-gap before another much more ambitious airport is built in Nijgad or Bhairawa. It’s not just Pokhara that needs a new airport, the whole country needs one.

Politically, fickleness has the worst combination of stupidity and greed. If they were at least smart and corrupt (like the Indian minister (the joke) they’d take their cut, let the economy grow so their pie would get bigger and expand their share. Here in Nepal, we extract from the pie until there isn’t a pie anymore. The culture that is taking this country down is that if a rival has something I want it. And if I can’t get it, I’ll make it impossible for you to have it either, the country be damned.

**Correction:** Horst Matthäus was misidentified in the photo that we published in Lucas Gymnich’s ‘The nephew of Bhaktapur’ (#615). The person shown is not Horst Matthaus. We apologize for the mistake.
There is a saying in Nepali that if you have a problem with a person, even his breath starts to stink. The opposition couldn’t have made it more clear how much it despises this government and the man who runs it.

The parties may be in a state of denial, but the consensus politics which began in 2006 after the signing of the CPA ceased to exist the day Pushpa Kamal Dahal’s government took over. Every government since then has had to resign under severe opposition pressure and the politics of negation which began in the aftermath of CA poll result continues with parties outside the government doing all they can to unseat the one in power.

This wasn’t the way it was supposed to be in the transition phase. It was supposed to be all about agreeing to disagree, but getting along with the task of constitution and nation building. In any other country, an opposition with less than a third of the support in the last House could have done little to trouble a majority government. But there are extraordinary times in Nepal where nothing short of a consensus works, especially when it comes to writing a constitution and completing the peace process.

The government that fails to forge that environment inevitably comes under the hammer. Baburam Bhattarai may have the most revolutionary ideas to transform this nation but the populace grinding under a burden of survival during this transition is past caring.

“I have done everything with the best intentions, but somehow friends in opposition find a way to create controversy,” the otherwise calm and collected prime minister said dejectedly in a recent interview. He seems to have realised that he cannot forge consensus with an opposition that is true to its definition. In a democracy, an opposition is supposed to put a spanner in the works, but our democracy is still under construction and requires working together.

The institutions of the state are too weak for their effective mobilisation by the government during the transition. The resulting failure of law and order, undersupply of public goods and services, and malfeasance in bureaucracy have triggered public wrath against the government. A man who had an enviable public rating one year ago is today being hounded in both the mainstream and social media.

In her book *Epistemic Injustice: Power and the Ethics of Knowing*, Miranda Fricker says prejudice becomes a powerful visceral force, especially when it is expressed less at the level of belief and more as a social-imaginative and emotional construct surreptitiously shaping public perception. Fricker calls it an epistemic dysfunction arising out of general frustration.

To be fair to Bhattarai, none of his predecessors did any better since 2006, in fact they were worse. And therein lies the rub: if it was so easy, anyone else could have done it. Bhattarai knew what he was getting into and now, unlike his predecessors he does not have an easy choice of making way for the next government because there is no constitutional provision for another government to take over without elections.

The NC and UML for their part understand that they can’t coerce the government out of power, and must either agree with its agenda to either revive the CA or go for another elections. So the opposition is doing the only thing it can do: oppose.

Two weeks ago in this column I argued that a constitution declared by any other body except a constituent assembly elected by the people would be illegal as per the interim constitution and go against the spirit of the 2006 people’s movement. The decision by the NC conclave this week to pressurise the government to hold parliamentary elections (and not a CA election) is sure to further widen the rift between the ruling coalition and the opposition.

In the coming weeks, expect the usual verbal platitudes from leaders about a consensus, but you can be sure they will do nothing to make that happen.
Politics as usual has stalled hopes of any real progress in Pokhara's new international airport

TONG SIAN CHO
AND
CANDICE NEO

A board outside the 500 hectare fenced enclosure on the outskirts of Pokhara claims the regional international airport is "under construction". However, except for a few grazing buffaloes and idle bulldozers, there is no sign of anything going on.

When China's Exim Bank agreed to provide a $145 million soft loan for the airport, it looked like the project would finally take off after languishing for 38 years. However, political bickering and resistance from the Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal (CAAN) have stalled hopes of any real progress.

The problem started soon after Finance Minister Barsha Man Pun signed a MoU with CAMC Engineering, a Chinese construction firm which offered the lowest bid of $305 million for the project without waiting for the results of the process in which only Chinese companies were allowed to bid. CAAN unions affiliated with major political parties are protesting the decision saying CAMC's bid is too expensive, and that it won't be possible for CAAN to repay the interest on top of maintaining operation costs of a new international airport here.

A study conducted by a private Nepali engineering consultancy last year estimated the airport would cost $180 million. However, this figure was for a smaller airport. The Chinese bid document is reportedly for a 3,000m runway with parallel taxiway, two terminals, a hangar, cargo terminal, radar and air traffic control equipment. Questions are also being asked about why the deal was hurriedly pushed through without making the bidding process public and political parties suspect the Maoist government of forging an under-the-table deal.

However, ex-CA member and Maoist leader from Kaski, Rajkaji Gurung is quick to defend Finance Minister Pun's decision to move ahead with the contracting process.

"That is how the Chinese work. The delegation wanted an assurance from their Nepali counterparts that the project would go ahead despite changes in government in the future. Once the government gave its guarantee, the formalities were finished very quickly," he explained to Nepal/ Times after a public hearing here last week.

This state of limbo has angered locals in Kaski, especially the business community which has formed the Pokhara Regional International Airport Construction Concern Committee. The pressure groups accuse politicians and bureaucrats in Kathmandu of sabotaging the project.

"People in Kathmandu think Nepal is Kathmandu. We want them to know that we exist and Pokhara exists," said a visibly frustrated Krishna Mohan Shrestha, president of Pokhara Chamber of Commerce and Industry at the hearing.

The locals are so outraged that they are threatening to shut down the domestic airport if construction of the new airport is not given the green light. Speaking at the meeting, former FNCCI chairman, Ananda Raj Mulmi explained, "We have conducted numerous studies and they all show that the new airport is not only financially viable, but also practical. The power brokers in Kathmandu need to understand that when the airport gets built, it will not only benefit Pokhara, but boost the economy of the entire country. There are no losers, only winners."

Given Nepal's slow paced progress, the new international airport has the potential to trigger economic growth in Pokhara and surrounding districts by promoting tourism and providing employment to locals. The new airport can also serve as an alternative when bad weather shuts down Kathmandu airport. Nepalis travelling abroad or coming home, especially into central Nepal, can avoid the capital and slash six hours from travel time.

CAAN's concern over payments of loans seems to many here as being politically motivated. Parties as usual are vying for control of the largest piece of the airport pie without caring about the damage done to the economy, and Nepal's reputation in the international community.
Failure to yield

While the government boasted an increase in growth rate to 4.6 per cent in 2011-12, the highest in the last four years, the country faced an acute shortage of fertilisers and delay in monsoon by about two weeks. Although the state cannot control the monsoon, it has almost complete control of the supply of fertilisers.

Unfortunately, its inability to swiftly handle procurement and distribution will result in a decline in agricultural production next year, particularly paddy and maize. More importantly, it will lower growth rate, increase food prices further, which will then heighten overall inflation, and compel poor farmers in the far and mid-western regions to migrate to bordering Indian towns for seasonal employment.

The importance of agriculture for inclusive development and to support modest economic growth cannot be overstated. About 76.3 per cent of households in Nepal depend on agriculture for livelihood and 83 per cent of the population lives in rural areas. Furthermore, the agricultural sector constitutes about 35 per cent of the country’s GDP. Since growth of the industrial sector largely determines the overall economic growth rate, its average growth of the industrial sector after 2001-02 is almost 7 per cent (far higher than 2.5 per cent of the agricultural sector), which grew at an average 7 per cent (far higher than 2.5 per cent of the agricultural sector). The main reasons for the poor performance of the non-agricultural sector are the destruction of infrastructure and erosion of industrial capacities, due in large part to the Maoist insurgency and supply-side constraints, including labour militancy.

It indicates that the agricultural sector is still the backbone of our economy. The government’s negligence to supply adequate fertilisers in time and initiate remedial measures to counter the impact of late monsoon clearly shows how much importance it gives to this sector despite lofty talk about agricultural revolution and commercialisation.

Initially, the delay in monsoon severely affected maize plantation in the hilly region, which contributes 76 per cent of total maize production. It was followed by a shortage of fertilisers just before plantation of paddy all over the country. According to the Ministry of Agriculture and Development, paddy was planted in just 62 per cent of farmlands in mid-hill, 54 per cent in upper-hill, and 44 per cent in the Tarai.

This means the 5.5 per cent growth and 7.5 per cent inflation target set by the central bank in the latest Monetary Policy 2012-13 won’t be met. The decline in agricultural production along with the never-ending labour and power problems in manufacturing sector will bring down growth rate well below the target despite the services sector’s constant growth, thanks to remittances.

Failure to yield to bordering Indian towns for seasonal employment.
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When they tell you in Mongolia that their resource-rich nation has the "Dutch Disease", one wishes we in Nepal could catch that disease too. The term is used to describe a sudden and large inflow of foreign investment following the discovery of natural resources (usually oil), and the bonanza is accompanied by widespread corruption. We have corruption in Nepal too, but without the natural resource bonanza.

What is happening in Mongolia today is a gold rush, literally, as huge deposits of gold, coal, copper, uranium and oil have been discovered underneath the Gobi Desert. Suddenly a country half the area of India, but with only 4 million people, sees itself staring at riches that could make it regain the glory days of Mongolia's most famous son, Genghis Khan.

But for now, even though royalties from the mines have started coming in, Mongolia is still struggling with the transition from communism as a Soviet satellite, and making democracy work in this sparsely-populated land. They say you can gauge the level of corruption in a country by the size of the potholes on the streets of its capital. If it is any consolation, roads of Ulaanbaatar have even bigger potholes than the ones in Kathmandu. Mongolia's mining industry and Nepal's hydropower sector are similar stories of resources squandered in countries that shouldn't be poor. Politicians in both countries are too narrow-minded and corrupt to make democracy work and distribute income from natural resources equitably.

Still, things are moving in Mongolia. Mining contracts have been awarded, there are provisions where every Mongolian has a share in some of the big copper and gold mines. Once a sleepy backwater, today Ulaanbaatar has the look of a boomtown, sleek new high-rises are going up, new highways are being built and the potholes are being filled. There is a reinstatement of Genghis Khan as a national cultural icon and a campaign to change the western image of him as a rapacious looter to a world leader who brought civilisation to Europe (see box).

Last month, Mongolians voted in elections in which money-minded ex-communists battled the democratic parties. After prolonged bargaining, the Democratic Party finally agreed to form a coalition with populist "resource nationalists" who want to reduce the presence of foreigners in the mining sector. Much in the same way river projects in Nepal become political ping-pong, so it is in Mongolia with its mines. The government will be led by the DP's Norov Altankhuyag, but populist parties like the Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party and Mongolian National Democratic Party will demand their pound of flesh for support. Both want to limit the open-ended contracts that foreign mining companies got under the previous regime, and hope to nationalise the lucrative coal and copper mines. They want an agreement by a previous government with a Canadian-Australian mining giant to exploit the Oyu Tolgoi copper mine to be renegotiated. Sound familiar?
Remnants of a realm

From the moment you land at Genghis Khan International Airport in Ulaanbaatar, the persona and visage of the great conqueror never leaves you. You shop at the Genghis Khan shopping complex, go to a Khan Bank ATM, nibble on Genghis Khan chocolates and buy Genghis Khan vodka at the duty free.

A four-hour drive east of the capital, on the road leading to his birthplace, the Mongolians have erected a 100m high stainless steel statue of Genghis Khan astride a metal stallion (pic, below). You can see it from miles away: a white apparition glinting in the sun. Visitors can go up an elevator and climb on top the horse’s head to get a close-up view of Genghis Khan’s face as he gazes across the steppes.

In a museum below the structure, you learn about how a herder named Temujin from the edge of Siberia went on to conquer most of Eurasia in the 13th century and ruled an empire that stretched from Korea to Austria, to leave a mark on modern human history.

The Mongolians have always been sensitive about European portrayals of him as a ruthless conqueror who raped and pillaged his way across Asia. Genghis Khan himself was responsible for this terrifying reputation because, as a brilliant tactician, he exaggerated his brutality in psywar.

From his birth in 1162 until he died in 1227, Genghis Khan conquered in 25 years of military campaigns more than the Romans did in 400 years, in what historian Jack Weatherford calls the First Mongol World War. He used the superior horsemanship of his warriors to strike with lightning speed, using pincer movements and outflanking techniques that are still taught in military academies around the world. He adopted the hardware of warfare of the places he conquered to deadly effect, introducing gunpowder and catapults.

He understood the importance of communication, his troops travelled light and rode horses that they ate when the mammals had worn themselves out. They developed cartography into a fine art, and maps made then were used much later on the Silk Route.

After his conquest, Genghis Khan’s empire was probably the world’s first free trade zone, opening up business between Asia and Europe for the likes of Marco Polo to follow. Mongolians were animists who revered the Eternal Blue Sky and the Earth, yet as they conquered lands with new religions Genghis Khan and his descendants amalgamated them into the empire, fostering harmony and tolerance between beliefs. Much before Europe, the Mongolians practised the separation of state and religion.

Yet, despite these civilising influences, the Mongolian “hordes” were a negative stereotype in Eurocentric history books, which has been handed down to present-day English vocabulary. “Mogul” is the Persian formulation for Mongolian, and it is used to describe someone fairly ruthless, like a media mogul. The word “hurray” comes from the Mongol collective sacred praise, “hurnee”. The Nepali word “paisa” comes via Persian from the Mongolian “paiza” which was the name for gold and silver medallions worn by traders as an early form of credit cards during transcontinental horseback rides. The Nepali word “khubi” (which means the quality of a person) comes from the Mongolian word for the spoils of war which Genghis Khan’s army distributed according to the need of every individual and family. In fact, the Dalai Lama gets his name from the Mongolian word, “dalai”, which means ocean of knowledge.

Pax Mongolica introduced not just military hardware, but also spread the use of maps and the compass, developed the first postal system, and was using paper and printing two centuries before Gutenberg. Genghis Khan adopted a universal script for his empire derived from present-day Uzbekistan.

Genghis Khan’s sons welcomed Tibetan Buddhism, assimilated many of its tenets into their own concept of the Eternal Sky and even introduced the Tibetan script. If the Soviets had not destroyed the Tibetan monasteries here, Mongolia could very well have been called Northern Tibet.

It was the Mongolians who introduced trousers to Europe, and when the army of Genghis Khan’s son stopped in Vienna, they found it wasn’t worth conquering Europe because it was too poor. Genghis Khan’s empire was created by conquest, and a lot of it was brutal, but not any more so than other conquerors before, or after.

At the Hustai National Park in central Mongolia you can look across an endless steppe under an enormous cobalt sky, a landscape almost unchanged in the 800 years since Genghis Khan set forth to end what he saw as internecine fighting between Mongolian tribes, by unifying them.

The Park is home to a herd of the Mongolian wild horse, the takhi, which has been transplanted here from Europe and rescued from the brink of extinction. Like a lot of other things in Mongolia, the horses are just a remnant of a realm that spread across the world and left its mark.
EVENTS

FARMERS’ MARKET, sale of fresh bread, cheese, vegetables, fruits. 5 August, 9am to 12pm, New Orleans Café, Patan, 5522708

Goono’s Gathering, annual meet of official Nepalese fan club. Rs 100, 4 August, 12pm to 4pm, Dhokalma Café, Patan Dinkha

Monsoon Exhibition, an exhibition of civic technology and media art. Open until 3 August, Wednesdays through Saturdays, 1am to 4pm, Jawalakhel. http://monsooncollective.org/

A few words in material Nepali, a residency solo exhibition by Robert Cervara Amblar. Open until 3 August, Kathmandu Contemporary Arts Centre, Patan Museum

Master Training Workshop, training for teachers who want to make their classrooms lively. Rs 600 per session, runs till 31 August, only Fridays, 9802060710

I am youth because, short film making competition on environmental issues. Rs 100, register by 6 August, info@yes.org.np

NUMBER OF THE BEAST, a concert in tribute to heavy metal band Iron Maiden. Rs 125, 11 August, Mahalaxmi Chowk, Patan, 9841978353

PALETI UTSAV, a four-day celebration of Nepali Adhunik music. 8 August to 12 August, DAV School, for tickets contact 984103922, 9810192569

GRAPHIC GUFF, meet Kathmandu-based graphic designers, discuss art and craft of designing, showcase your own samples for criticism. 11 August, Cuppas Café, Potaladastik, www.saffy.org.np

Production Oriented Theatre Training, two-month long workshop for acting enthusiasts on every aspect of theatre. Rs 3000, 7am to 9pm, register by 24 August, Sarvanand Theatre, Kalikasthan, 9443847, 9841978353

Corporate Futsal 2012, 5-a-side league and knockout tournament for people in the business world. Entry fee Rs 25,000, 19 August, 5:45pm, Thamel, 9841386652

DINING

Manny’s Eatery and Bar, special lunch packages for a quick snack or filling lunch. Jawalakhel, Shaligram Complex, 5536919

Kaiser Cafe Restaurant & Bar, have a BBQ lunch and a glass of wine or beer inside the peaceful Garden of Dreams. Thamel, 442541

Tonic Restaurant, amazing food fit for family dinners or a night out with friends. Pokhara

GRILL ME, a restaurant with a warm ambience and delicious grilled delights. Jhamsikhel, 5535294 Summit Hotel, savour the succulent ribs basket, and add the finishing touch with a hot Dutch apple pie. Jhamsikhel, 5521810

Chopstix, savoury Asian food cooked in true Chinese fashion sure to charm and impress. Try the famous drums of heaven. Kumaripati, 5551118

I am youth because, short film making competition on environmental issues. Rs 100, register by 6 August, info@yes.org.np

Musica, newly formed contemporary pop-rock band performing originals and established standards. Rs 200, 3 August, 7.30pm, Moksh, Jhamsikhel

Resonance, newly formed contemporary pop-rock band performing originals and established standards. Rs 200, 3 August, 7.30pm, Moksh, Jhamsikhel

GRILL ME, a restaurant with a warm ambience and delicious grilled delights. Jhamsikhel, 5535294 Summit Hotel, savour the succulent ribs basket, and add the finishing touch with a hot Dutch apple pie. Jhamsikhel, 5521810

Chopstix, savoury Asian food cooked in true Chinese fashion sure to charm and impress. Try the famous drums of heaven. Kumaripati, 5551118

RESONANCE, newly formed contemporary pop-rock band performing originals and established standards. Rs 200, 3 August, 7.30pm, Moksh, Jhamsikhel

MIKE’S BREAKFAST, huge breakfasts and a never-ending supply of coffee amidst a lush garden setting characterise this café, popular among tourists and locals alike, Naxal, 4424903

TRANQUILTY SPA
Balancing Body, Mind & Spirit

- Ayurvedic Therapy - Hot Stone Therapy
- Aroma Therapy - Steam & Sauna
- Yoga / Meditation - Nail Care
- Shirodhara - Beauty Care
- Body Shirodhara - Skincare & Many more…

Gift Voucher Available For Anniversary, Birthday & Other Special Functions

- Rs 2200/-
- Rs 2500/-

= Special Offer

POKHARA
061-4 66 260, 466 261
THANAIL
01- 42 60 850, 47 00 248
KUPINDOL
01- 55 28 125, 55 49 751
LAZIMPAT
01- 44 20 424, 44 25 386

Email: info@tranquilityspa.com.np, www.tranquilityspa.com.np

HIMAL
Khabarpatrika
31 July – 16 August

COVER
The Maoist ‘revolution’ exposed

EDITORIAL
Maoists in crisis

COMMENTARY
New Maoists, old tactics by Purushottam Dahal

REPORTS
Upper Trishuli: commission for government, loss for the country
Pirate’s bounty at the customs: $100,000 for Nepal’s vote
Frauds pocket VDC budget
Undergraduate programs with a difference
Falcha is a Newari which means traditional resting places that also served as venues for meetings, celebrations and festivities. Falcha in Jhamsikhel aspires to be all of those and more. It opened about two months ago and the proprietors are thrilled with the way business has picked up through word of mouth.

In these troubled times when restaurants are forced to shut-down by 11 pm, coupled with stringent laws against drunken driving, rising inflation and escalating prices, no wonder restaurants are doing down almost as fast as they are opening. Then there is Falcha. The owners have kept the place deliberately low-key, with décor that is earthy and exudes a rustic, homely aura. The low seatings and wide-open windows offer ample comfort, while not compromising on the charm. There is no gimmickry, just the basics done right: good food, excellent service, immaculate sense of hygiene and exceptionally reasonable prices (the most expensive dish on the menu is Rs 350).

Falcha mostly serves Newari cuisine, but also offers like Nepali and Indian dishes. Though the dessert menu is limited to just three items, a wide selection of smooth, rich coffee is available. The samay baji (Rs 320), which is the de rigueur Newari khaja set, comes replete with all the regular goodies like sandeko alu, bara, spicy choka and alu tama. The fried lungs, or swyon as they are called in Newari, look lovely and are drenched in oil and ghee. Falcha was serving mutton handi kebab as the ‘special of the day’ on the day we visited. Soaked in marinate juices, and cooked slowly over low heat, the pieces of meat were soft, juicy and filled with spices. I definitely want to go back for some more. We also had Falcha’s rendition of chicken biryani (Rs 200), which I really enjoyed because the dish was not drenched in oil or ghee.

The pièce de résistance, was lemon jeera chicken (Rs 350), the aforementioned most expensive dish in Falcha. It would be all too easy to describe the dish as well-herbed, spiced fried chicken, but I would be doing a gross injustice to the cook. Each bite exploded in my mouth with the fine combination of flavour, texture and taste can convert even the most squeamish and pickiest eater into a determined organ meat nibbler.
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Christopher Nolan’s films have always been exceptionally dark and the Batman trilogy starting with Batman Begins (2005), The Dark Knight (2008), and ending with the newly released The Dark Knight Rises are no exceptions. Nolan, a director known for his complex, sometimes convoluted, story lines (think Memento in 2000, and more recently inception in 2010) continues to a certain extent to be slightly esoteric in many ways.

I would not particularly advise that one see the final or even the second part without having watched the preceding ones. Nolan, along with his brother Jonathan and David S Goyer developed the final installment to the trilogy so as to create a narrative arc spanning the entire three films, with crucial details and characters from the first two films surfacing in the final.

At the beginning of the film, Batman has deserted Gotham City, having taken the blame for crimes he did not commit at the end of The Dark Knight. Gotham is finally safe, having made good on the legacy left by the once heroic Harvey Dent (for whom Batman took the blame).

Shattered by the loss of his alter ego, and tragedy struck by the death of his long-time love Rachel Dawes (played by Katie Holmes in the first film, replaced by Maggie Gylenhaal in the second), Bruce Wayne has been holed up for the past few years at Wayne Manor, a surly recluse debilitated both mentally and physically, and with only his faithful Alfred (Michael Caine) for company.

Wayne Enterprises is also on the brink of collapse and imminent take-over, and when Wayne Manor is robbed of Bruce’s mother’s pearls and his fingerprints by a cat burglar (Anne Hathaway), whose character is the Cat Woman culled from comics and previous Batman films, Wayne is finally spurred into motion, discouraged by Alfred who is afraid of his inherently destructive side, yet anticipated eagerly by certain law enforcement, Gary Oldman as Police Commissioner Gordon, and Officer Blake (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) who have begun to hear disturbing rumors of an anarchic army being recruited and trained in the sewers of Gotham.

Enter Bane, a mysterious, terrifying figure, seemingly unbeatable, hyper-organized, and unfortunately, a step ahead of the good guys all the time. Interestingly, there are many villains in this film, as are there many heroes. Morality in action films is mostly clear-cut, but Nolan has always managed to walk the line in portraying the nebulous area between true evil vs people afflicted by some inexcusable trauma. Similarly, the good guys are not infallible either: Commissioner Gordon is wracked by guilt for concealing Harvey Dent’s extraordinary transgressions and allowing his stalwart crime-fighter, the Batman, to take the blame.

Also questioned, though not resolved, over the course of the film is the question of state authority, and whether certain decisions made for the “greater good” are necessarily the right ones.

In a film like this, which runs at a whopping 2 hours and 44 minutes, it is easy to lose the plot, and even worse to not be able to connect with any one character. I would go so far as to say that Christian Bale’s Batman is often just one of the characters instead of being the central one. However, it is the strength of the ensemble cast: the sty el of Anne Hathaway’s woman cat burglar, the stoic heroism of Gordon-Levitt’s idealistic young police officer, the very great Michael Caine who is able to pull at the heart-strings with just a look, and Tom Hardy’s fearless, fervent performance as Bane that carries the film.

The Dark Knight Rises is one of the biggest films of the summer for a reason, it maybe long, extremely dark and occasionally convoluted, but the action is spectacular, as promised, and it carries the hallmark of one of today’s most talented directors. Not as mindless as other action movies, Nolan’s films have at least tried to address some of the complexities of what it means to turn to the dark side, and why.

The Dark Knight Rises is currently playing in theatres.

For centuries, Nepali porters have made a name for themselves carrying enormous loads on their backs using just a nampa (headstrap) on their foreheads. But many people are baffled by how they manage to sustain themselves for hours and hours. Obviously lowland carriers carrying heavy loads face immense difficulties at high altitude. These problems need to be addressed effectively so that porters do not suffer from life-threatening mountain sickness and frostbite. However, today’s article will focus on the physics and physiology behind Nepali porters’ ability to manage the big burden on their shoulders.

An interesting study conducted by Norman Heglund et al a few years ago showed that African women carry loads on their heads more efficiently than US army recruits carry heavy backpacks. The investigators used African women’s ability to conserve mechanical energy and the “improved pendulum-like transfer” during each step to explain the differences. The physics was hard to understand for novices, but scientists felt the explanation was adequate.

The same investigators came to Nepal around eight years ago to see how efficiently Nepali porters carried their load. The results were fascinating.

At an altitude of about 3000m, Nepali porters were asked to walk around a 2km track at five different speeds carrying six or seven loads according to their ability. Then the energy cost of carrying these loads was determined by measuring the amount of oxygen consumed and the amount of carbon dioxide exhaled using various instruments.

When the researchers compared the results with the studies done on Europeans, marine recruits and African women, they found that Nepali porters were far more efficient. They carried loads which were 30 per cent heavier than the maximum load carried by African women for the same increase in metabolic rate.

The physics and physiology behind our porters’ ability to carry large weights are still not completely clear. But one of the tricks our porters use is to take frequent breaks while going uphill which reduce muscular work and increase overall efficiency.

We are now midway through the monsoon season, and this year we saw the manifestation of this trend in earlier years of late starts, pull in precipitation and if this is the way it’s going to go then the monsoon will last until the end of September. Precipitation is also erratic, with parts of western Nepal getting extra rain, the trans-Himalayan regions of Dolpo, Mustang and Manang had droughts and got rain only in late-July. Kathmandu will continue to have night rain, and afternoon buildup into the weekend, with normal temperatures.
Nirab Bhattarai, 28, wakes up early every morning and catches the 6:30 bus from downtown Ratna Park to Sankhu on the Valley’s eastern edge. After an hour long hike, he reaches his small farm on the foothills of Shivapuri National Park.

In 2010, Nirab and his seven friends travelled to Gagal village to get away from the city’s chaos. “We stood on the edge of the hill and stared at the congested Valley below us and wondered how it feeds itself,” recalls Nirab. The group of unemployed electric engineers joked amongst themselves about buying a patch of land and starting commercial farming.

While other young professionals look to build their CVs and make easy money, Nirab, an MBA graduate, and his friends chose to get their hands dirty over the typical nine to five job. Today, they can be found on their farm, tilling the land, watering seedlings, picking cucumbers, and grazing cattle.

Nirab admits it hasn’t been easy starting out in a field for which they are not qualified. They lost 100 bulbs of mushrooms planted last year due to lack of care. “We know how to use machines, but dealing with animals and plants is a completely new experience and we are still learning,” he explains.

Sushant Karki, who quit his job at an airlines company to help Nirab in the farm, remembers being ridiculed by his coworkers for leaving a comfortable job and wasting his engineering degree. But Sushant has no regrets. “Rather than jumping into the ugly rat race, we are engineering our own future,” says the proud farmer who believes agriculture has huge potential as demand for food will continue to grow with less hands toiling and more mouths to feed.

Nepal has gone from becoming a food exporting nation to a food importing nation in less than a decade. The country spends millions every year importing fruits and vegetables from India to feed Kathmandu’s three million residents. With fuel prices likely to rise, Nepal is will have to pay more for their food in the coming years.

The group is working on creating an organic farm and wants to turn it into a commercially viable venture. They recently built a shed above the vegetable garden to replenish the soil with manure and urine. They also planted grass on the slopes to hold the top soil together. Water from the kitchen is drained into the garden. Instead of pesticides, the farmers have begun using repellent plants to drive away insects.

“The vegetables we buy from the market are laced with harmful chemicals and pesticides and do more harm than good. By growing our own food we make sure our families are eating healthy,” says Sushant.

However, not all of the eight men are full-time farmers. Mahabharat Shrestha works with the state’s rural energy program, but dashes off to the farm on weekends. Says Shrestha, “It gives me immense satisfaction to grow my own food, but I cannot commit full-time to farming because it doesn’t pay all my bills.”

In an effort to decrease the staggering unemployment rate, the government launched a youth self-employment program in 2011, which provides vocational training and loans up to Rs 200,000 to young Nepalis so that they can start their own businesses.

Nirab and friends have applied for the loan which will help them expand their farm. “It’s not a big amount, but if you are motivated, then it’s enough to get you started,” say the farmer-engineers.

Out of this world
As Nepal’s most-modern printing facility, Jagadamba Press ensures reliability, precision and speed with its state-of-the-art Mitsubishi Diamond 3000 press that can print five colours in 40” format with inline coating.
The man wears a well-ironed suit and shiny shoes. He puts on a baseball cap, grabs his briefcase and heads out to the mountains to go to work. He walks miles on a rocky road, crossing muddy paths, jumping over streams and traversing sagging bridges to make it to the meetings he occasionally has in a school in a neighbouring village.

Durga Dhakal, 48, is the principal and an English teacher at the Janabal Secondary School in Marpha of Mustang district. Surrounded by the Annapurnas on one side and Dhaulagiri on the other, he often walks along the Kali Gandaki to avoid waiting for a bus that may never show up. He’s been based in this region for years and lives in the school hostel along with his colleagues. Besides sharing a room to live in, a stove to cook on, and the same jobs, they share another commonality: their wives and children live away, far enough that visits are rather rare. Dhakal’s family lives in Pokhara. He occasionally flies there to visit them. Not too often, he adds sadly. Having a job he loves and colleagues he enjoys makes the lack of other options more bearable. He talks on the phone with his wife regularly, however those conversations are rather brief. They don’t discuss much, intimacy is gone after years of being apart. It’s not a long distance romance, it’s mostly logistics.

Dhakal sits in a restaurant, his face candlelit, as the power is out. He sips some raxi, to ward off the cold nights here at 3,000m above sea level. “Our life is brutal in a way,” he says, remembering his distant family.

Loneliness is a tough void to fill, even with incredible landscapes from the top of the world. Heart and soul have different priorities, let alone the brain.

“My last glimpse of him was as he taught English to a handful of students even though he was unwell. He kept walking around the class however, joking with his students, teasing them and encouraging them at the same time. “It was kept as an extraordinary life of loving,” he wrote on the blackboard.
TERRIFIC TEACHER:
An ailing Dhakal teaches English to his students at Janabal Secondary School
Dhakal in a meeting with his colleagues
The teachers share a light moment in the school hostel
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Tough talk with Bhattarai

Interview with PM Baburam Bhattarai, News24
Television, 30 July

Did you think you would remain in your position as PM for this long?

Baburam Bhattarai: I wanted to complete the peace process and constitution writing by 27 May and handover the leadership. But I had to stay longer because the situation demanded it. The difference over federalism was the main reason the constitution writing couldn’t be completed on time. So far in my tenure as the PM I have tried my best to accomplish as much as I could. But my individual effort alone wasn’t enough. This is why we could only reach the 99 metre mark. We fell short by one crucial metre which has landed us in this difficult position.

The army integration process is in quagmire again and your party leaders are now saying that integration is not possible. So which decision will you take after all the bloodshed, wasn’t the lives and times of so many young people wasted for nothing?

We are at a crucial point in history in establishing a new order. Such historical change cannot be brought about in a few months or few years. It may take decades to fully overthrow the old order and install a new one. Other countries have taken decades to fully implement and bring change and I believe we are also headed in the same direction. So I am not disappointed.

How long will you use the rhetoric of historical change to pacify the public? What about socio-economic reforms to address people’s everyday problems?

Such reforms can only be brought through a budget which I haven’t been able to present. While I am still actively pushing the reform agendas, those from the old order are still resisting change. We are still in a transition period so everything cannot be solved immediately.

Of the 40 point demands that the Maoists had presented to the then Prime Minister Sher Bahdur Deuba before starting the armed struggle, that included scrapping discriminatory treaties, distributing land to the homeless… I am well aware of what I had written in the 40 point demand. You don’t need to remind me about them. Could you just proceed directly to the question?

What demands have been accomplished so far?

We are still working towards those goals for which we picked arms in the first place. Since the new order is yet to be implemented we cannot address many of the demands. Furthermore, the need of the hour is to complete constitution writing which will pave way for other important issues to be addressed. It’s only been five years and though our main political objective has been partially met we still have a long way to go.

So how and on what basis will the election take place on 22 November since the Election Commission (EC) has already declared that polls can’t be conducted without amending the statute?

No, the EC hasn’t said anything like that. We are already working on the legalities to take the election forward. Laws relating to the election will come through an ordinance which will then open the doors for election.

The recent article by SD Muni has revealed secret relations between your party and India. Maoist leaders are said to have contacted the Indian PM in 2002. What do you have to say about that?

In December 2001 after the army was mobilised and the king was slowly taking all power in his hand, we contacted the heads of many countries including India, China and the US and even informed United Nations to make them aware of the situation.

You have been accused of being a cult position. What demands have been accomplished so far?

It is not possible to say that because the demands have been accomplished at the cost of the lives of so many people.

The army integration process is in quandry now. The government will stay in place until a consensus on key issues.

PMO in 2002. What do you have to say about that?

It is clear that the state didn’t take into account legal formalities concerning elections and also failed to discuss the matter with other political parties. The government couldn’t even amend electoral laws and the interim constitution before the 22 July deadline. At a time when there is no parliament and all the political parties are busy bickering, there is almost no hope for consensus to amend the Interim Constitution.

On the one hand, the government isn’t willing to budge unless differences over controversial issues are resolved. On the other hand, the opposition parties NC and UML have refused to cooperate unless the current government steps down. All of this is dragging the country into deeper political and constitutional void. The political parties have pushed aside the welfare of the nation and the people to fulfill their personal greed.

The EC’s top post will soon be vacant and the remaining officials are also approaching retirement. These posts are unlikely to be filled anytime soon because of the dissolved parliament. It will be difficult to hold elections through a commission, which has no head. It’s not just the government, but all political parties who were a part of the CA are responsible for the existing political and constitutional deadlock. The parties now need to help clear all legal hurdles concerning election and take the country forward before it’s too late.
While her friends were off to attend their first day of school in Deukhuri, Dang, Urmila Chaudhary started working as a kamlari (girl-child indentured labourer) for a Rana family in Kathmandu. When she saw her brother on tv taking part in a protest of squatters, Urmila felt the urge to return home. After years of pleading with her owners, the family finally allowed her to meet her brother who was participating in a sit-down protest in front of Singha Darbar. This chance meeting turned her life around. Her brother’s persistent efforts freed her from bonded labour in January 2007 and now she studies in grade nine in Dang. Last year, a German woman called Natalie wrote a 350 page biography on 22-year-old Urmila, who travelled to Germany to promote the book.

Organisations involved in the kamlari movement estimate that there are around 11,800 kamlaris in Dang, Banke, Bardiya, Kalikot, Surkhet and Darchula. Although 11,000 among them have already been freed, due to the apathy shown by the state towards their rehabilitation, the number is rising again as many former labourers return to their old masters. In December 2011, around 100 freed kamlaris gathered in Nepalgunj and announced a collective campaign for the freedom of bonded labourers.

Gita Tharu of Bardiya, who was a kamlari since she was nine, is currently pursuing an undergraduate degree in education. Although she is glad to have been free from the antiquated system, she is worried that society still has not changed its views of bonded labourer. She is committed to keep on campaigning for the welfare of kamlaris and is currently working at Room to Read in Bardiya.

18-year-old Bishnu Chaudhary from Deukhuri wants to be lawyer and fight for justice for freed kamlaris like herself. Having been a kamlari since the age of seven, Bishnu did well on her SLC scoring 70 percent. She is now studying in grade 11 in Dang in the same school as Urmila.

While in school, Bishnu took part in campaigns to free kamlaris. Her school threatened to expel her, but that did not deter her. Now the same teachers who were unimpressed with her activism are influenced by her hard work. Bishnu was awarded the International Kamlari Advocacy Award in 2010. Now, she advocates for freedom for all kamlaris through a show called Mukt Aawaj on Radio Highway in Dang.

Instead of complaining about their past struggles, the former kamlaris are currently working for the rights of those who are still trapped in bonded labour. The three women met prime ministers Pushpa Kamal Dahal, Madhav Kumar Nepal and Baburam Bhattarai and tried to convince them to put an end the horrible tradition and provide rehabilitation to ex-kamlaris. All three prime ministers broke down and shed crocodile tears, but failed to deliver on their promises.

“After Nepal was declared a republic, we went around submitting letters to the prime ministers. They all seemed supportive, but nothing has happened so far,” says Gita who believes freed kamlaris, parents and the state have to work together to eradicate the problem.
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This week we take a look at real headlines from the Nepali media, and follow them up with unreal news items below them, like:

**Boxing Declared National Game**
The National Kick-Boxing Knockout Tournament got underway at the Bhrikuti Mandap last week with the first round of bouts at the Maoist Party Plenum that left two players severely injured.

Inaugurating the championships, the Minister of Unsportmanlike Behaviour and Irrigation said that at a time when there was a Boxer Rebellion going on in the country the game was a great way to pass time, and added: "Despite prolonged political deadlock, kick-boxing is an appropriate game for Nepal and with proper training our politicians could even make it to the Winter Olympics in Russia in two years."

**Miss Canine Crowned**

**BY A NEWS HOUND**

Not to be outdone by the plethora of human beauty contests, Kathmandu's canine population held its own Mr and Mrs Dog pageant this week. Contestants were judged in the Hottest Dog, Dog-Eat-Dog, Best Son-of-a-Bitch and Most Photogenic Tail-between-the-Legs categories.

Pukuli, a six-year-old mongrel bitch was crowned Miss Canine Nepal, and won the pageant for the best answer in the interview round in which a judge asked her whether she was optimistic about Nepal’s future. Her winning reply: "We have a bright future ahead of us. I read in the papers today that the country is going to the dogs."

**Cannabis Farming in Parsa Reaches All-time High**

Simara-Excuse me, oh df if I can't seem df to type this jdf in straight, but it gives me great pleasure to report that ganja harvests this year in Parsa was goood, yar. "Yup, this is good $&%& and there’s lots more where that came from," said a notoriously reliable source who was also stoned out of his $%#@ mind and didn’t want his name disclosed.

**Flesh Trade Mushrooming**

As the living standard of the Valley’s middle class rises, so has demand on the flesh trade, according to Hoof and Mouth Pvt Ltd, meat packing wholesaler at Kalanki. The same, however, couldn’t be said of the mushroom industry which according to latest figures has not been mushrooming at all.

**Vegetable Farming Yields Fruit**

Farmers in Dhading have been astounded this week by the fact that their tomato fields have yielded a bumper harvest of oranges. "I think this proves once and for all that the tomato is actually a fruit," stated one farmer.

**New holidays announced**
The Government of Nepal has brought out a new list of nationalistic holidays for the Fiscal Year 2069/2070 that will take into account days that have symbolic cosmic significance.

All solar and lunar eclipses, comet passages, Leonid showers, meteorite strikes and collisions with asteroids will henceforth be commemorated with nationwide (and in some cases planetwide) shutdowns. All Super Novae will be declared holidays retroactively since it would take two billion years for light from the distant explosions in the Andromeda Galaxy to get to us. The activities of all heavenly bodies will be strictly monitored by a special Celestial Committee, and the sun and moon will henceforth be under added surveillance since they are also depicted on our national flag.

"The Gregorian Calendar is not suitable for Maoist Federal Democratic Republics like Nepal," said the Astrologer General in an interview, "that is why we have decided to follow the Lunatic Calendar."

**Mountain Goats To Get Transit Visas**

Thousands of mountain goats have already started lining up for their visas on the Tibetan Plateau for their annual two-month trek to enter Nepal for the Dasain festivities. They have finally been granted one-way transit visas by the Nepali Consulate in Lhasa, the Department of Livestock and Immigration at the Ministry of Animals announced today.

"They wanted multiple entry-tourist visas, but we were convinced they had no intention of returning to Tibet, so we gave them one-way entry permits gratis and threw in a free medical checkup," said an official in the Alien Goats Registry at the Department.

The first mountain goat to cross the border on International Tourism Day will be garlanded, given a Nepali topi and taken around town in a caparisoned elephant before being led off to be decapitated.

**Other great headlines:**

- Man Renews Passport Before Expiry
- Wild Elephant Injures Farmer with Axe
- Two Trucks Collide, One Hurt